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Background



Ecosystem definition

A community of living organisms in conjunction 

with the non-living components of their 

environment (air, water, mineral soil), 

interacting as a system





The ecosystem of evidence

An ecosystem influenced by:

• Living organisms: stakeholders, with their 

competition, collaboration and conflicts of 

interest

• Environment: social, cultural, economic,

political context

• Non-living component: evidence
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Challenges and
The way forward



Ecosystem of evidence

Generation

Synthesis

Translation



Evidence Generation

• REWARD recommendations

• James Lind Alliance

• EBR Network

• Reporting guidelines for protocol and studies (SPIRIT, CONSORT, …)

• EQUATOR Network

• Trial registration: AllTrials, WHO and ICMJE statement, WHO ICTRP 

• …



Evidence Generation

• Extending both WHO statement and ICMJE policies concerning 

clinical trials to register observational studies

• Exploring ways to reduce the extreme fragmentation of regulation 

issues 

• Exploiting all opportunities to increase the reproducibility of 

biomedical research 

• We STILL need less publications and more high-quality evidence 



Evidence Generation

• Complex interventions and complex systems need more flexible 

methods

• Need to provide similar opportunities to those in high-income 

countries for clinical trial research in low-income regions

• Observational and real-world evidence are underrepresented

• Need for structures and incentives to enable faster data sharing 

of anonymised datasets

• Scientific integrity is still a key issue



• Cochrane handbooks

• Reporting guidelines (PRISMA, AGREE-II, RIGHT, …)

• GRADE method

• International efforts to help researchers and meta-researchers (e.g. 

PragMeta, Systematic Reviewlution)

• International standards: G-I-N, AGREE II, IOM

• New ways of working, and sharing high-quality evidence (e.g. MAGICapp)

Evidence Synthesis



SYSTEMATIC REVIEWS

• International policies to converge efforts on Cochrane reviews

• Extend the ICMJE recommendations on registration number 

mandatory for publication to systematic reviews

• Centralized database for (non Cochrane) high-quality 

systematic reviews

Evidence Synthesis



CLINICAL PRACTICE GUIDELINES

• International governance to avoid proliferation of low quality CPGs

• Better management of COIs according to G-I-N standards

• Central CPGs database searchable for quality criteria (AGREE II, G-I-N, IOM)

Evidence Synthesis



Evidence Synthesis

• Traditional methods are not effective in rapidly collating, assessing, 

and synthesising evidence to inform decision-making

• Duplication of systematic reviews

• Funding (much of the work is being undertaken by crowdsourcing 

and volunteers)

• Increase the reliability of alternative methodologies (rapid and living 

reviews)

• Foster use of artificial intelligence/machine learning



Evidence Translation



Evidence Translation

• The pandemic has largely contributed to health inequalities

• New evidence is often overwhelming and difficult to keep up with, 

particularly for low/middle income countries 

• Evidence is often conflicting or lacking consensus, or inadequate to 

inform in-country measures

• A gap still persists between evidence-informed decision-making 

and policymakers' decisions

• Lack of transparency surrounding the process for how decisions 

are ultimately made



The ultimate goal of EBHC

To improve health outcomes, patients’ 

experience and sustainability of healthcare 

systems by integrating the best evidence into 

clinical and policy decisions and patients’ 

choices
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Lack of governance

• Too many standards (statements, rules, tools) of variable quality 

in attempt to improve generation, synthesis and translation of 

evidence

• Little evidence about their implementation status and effects

• Lack of a global vision of real needs
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The proposal



GLOBEE

To set up the GLobal OBservatory on Ecosystem 

of Evidence (GLOBEE) to monitor needs, 

publication and implementation of international 

standards aimed to improve generation, 

synthesis and translation of evidence into 

clinical and health policy decisions as well as 

into patients’ choices 



GLOBEE: main steps

1. Mapping critical issues that affect the 3 pillars of the ecosystem of evidence

2. Mapping international standards (statements, rules, tools)

- identifying those already available 

- proposing new ones if needed

3. Monitoring implementation of the international standards: 

- primary research  systematic reviews

- institutional reports

- other

4. Suggesting updates of the international standards



Re-start?

Are this project, its purposes and challenges 

still up-to-date?



The proposal

www.globee.online





THANK YOU


